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SAVE TIME W

ITH
FASTER PTZ TESTING

Climbing up to the top of your
ladder to set up a PTZ system,
climbing down to test it, climbing
up to adjust it...sound familiar?
You can save lots of time with your
PTZ testing (and CCTV testing in
general!) with a test monitor.
Both of our test monitors (LCD350
& LCD330) allow you to adjust PTZ
settings which means you can set
up and adjust your system on your
ladder, straight after installation.
This cuts down on the time spent

labouring back and forth and
means you get an instant look at
what you’re adjusting.
To test your PTZ you need to make
sure the Protocol and Baud rate of
the test monitor and PTZ are the
same before connecting the test
monitor to the PTZ via a RS485
cable. After a brief configuration
you can then go about testing
your PTZs movement whilst
viewing the results on the screen
in front of you! See our diagram
below for the set-up.

To avoid any mishaps our test
monitors come with wrist or
neck straps to allow you to be
comfortable and safe.
Our test monitors also allow you
to test your monitor output,
check video signal strength and
test voltage making them an ideal
solution to many problems.

Using your LCD350 Test Monitor to test your
PTZ locally.
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Please Note
These “Technical Tips” help sheets aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner - they are for advice &
guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.
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